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Figure 1: Contactless manipulation of 3D objects using (a) hand and feet input to support (b) command selection and (c) geo-
metric transformations.

ABSTRACT
Foot input has been proposed to support hand gestures in many

interactive contexts, however, little attention has been given con-

tactless 3D object manipulation. This is important since many ap-

plications, namely sterile surgical theaters require contactless oper-

ation. However, relying solely on hand gestures makes it difficult

to specify precise interactions since hand movements are difficult

to segment into command and interaction modes. The unfortunate

results range from unintended activations, to noisy interactions and

misrecognized commands. In this paper, we present FEETICHE a

novel set ofmulti-modal interactions combining hand and foot input

for supporting contactless 3D manipulation tasks, while standing in

front of large displays driven by foot tapping and heel rotation. We

use depth sensing cameras to capture both hand and feet gestures,

and developed a simple yet robust motion capture method to track

dominant foot input. Through two experiments, we assess how well

foot gestures support mode switching and how this frees the hands

to perform accurate manipulation tasks. Results indicate that users
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effectively rely on foot gestures to improve mode switching and

reveal improved accuracy on both rotation and translation tasks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Low-cost contactless 3D virtual object manipulations have been

made possible via depth sensing cameras such as the Microsoft

Kinect sensor. A typical setup involves people standing in front of

large displays controlling 3D content with their bare hands. Such

contactless interfaces are particularly useful and provide interest-

ing interaction techniques for distant viewing and distant content

manipulation applications, namely 3D modeling [Vinayak et al.

2013], shape externalization for object retrieval [Holz and Wil-

son 2011], geospatial navigation [Göbel et al. 2013; Schöning et al.

2009] and stationary Augmented Reality applications for surgical

https://doi.org/10.1145/3359997.3365704
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navigation [Lopes et al. 2017] where sterile environments become

mandatory and preclude using devices such as keyboards or mice.

Even though hand gestures are considered the dominant input

modality of contactless interfaces, current hardware and software

limitations make hand position tracking and gesture recognition

prone to errors: (i) depth sensing cameras fail to recognize hand

position whenever hands are positioned too close to each other

or when they are positioned near to the body and/or close to the

medial axis of the body; and (ii) unintended actions often occur

at the beginning and ending of a mode switching command, that

introduces small but undesired motion noise, requiring operators

to alternate back and forth between activation and manipulation to

acquire the desired target. These errors may be disruptive as they

cause interruptions that slow down and break the 3D manipulation

workflow and affect the precision of the desired result.

To overcome these limitations, better ways to operate contactless

interfaces are necessary. One interesting approach to contactless

interaction is to use foot input [Crossan et al. 2010; Paelke et al. 2004;

Scott et al. 2010; Velloso et al. 2015]. By delegating partial control

to the feet, people can improve their dexterity by assisting tasks

normally performed by hand [Bowman et al. 2004]. In the context of

contactless interfaces for 3D manipulation where a user is standing

in front of a large display, we can observe that meaningful feet

movement are mostly bi-dimensional because both feet are very

important to ensure body stability, while precise 3D feet movement

is bound to demand high expertise and quickly generates strong

muscular fatigue. Furthermore, and to the best of our knowledge,

there seems to exist a literature gap regarding feet in contactless

interaction , sincemanipulation of 3D virtual objects, while standing

andwithout resorting towearable or foot devices, has not yet caught

the community’s attention [Velloso et al. 2015].

In this paper, we present FEETICHE a novel set of multi-modal

interaction techniques that combine hand and foot input to sup-

port contactless 3D manipulation tasks. Our approach resorts to a

simple and comfortable foot gesture vocabulary, since feet gestures

which involve rotating the heel and lifting the toe feel more com-

fortable [Scott et al. 2010]. More specifically, we find that feet input

can assist hands in clutching tasks, and feet gestures are precise

enough to perform 1D translations and 1D rotations. Given envi-

ronmental constraints (e.g.,sterile settings) we approach contactless

interaction using neither any wearable or external devices to assist

3D manipulation-related tasks nor do we use hand menus or speech

commands. Besides traditional mid-air hand gestures, we also con-

sider foot double tapping and heel rotation. In addition, since heel

rotation is a foot movement suitable for single axis transformations,

all manipulations are constrained to a coordinate axis. In order

to promote easy adoption, another important restriction is that

the resulting interactive systems should be cost-effective (below

$500), portable, and easily installed in workspaces as plug-and-play

contactless interfaces are welcome in many application scenarios

(e.g., surgical navigation systems).

Our contributions are directed at contactless 3D manipulation

through the design of novel feet interaction techniques to support

hand input in large display settings, specifically those where users

perform 3D input gestures with their bare hands without handheld

peripherals. Because the 3D content is handled using 2D interac-

tion schemes, we focus our study on a subset of the standard 3D

isometric transformations: we do not take into account the scale

operation, and also reduce on the subset of translations that do not

modify z coordinates, which is known to be less efficiently handled

using standard approaches [Martinet et al. 2010] in the absence of

extra depth cues. To better understand the benefits and drawbacks

of such feet interfaces, we performed two formal evaluations to

compare “hands only” to “hands and feet” interaction techniques for

rotation and translation tasks. Our work is thus the first to propose

a contactless multimodal interface combining hands and feet for

3D manipulation tasks. Besides the design of novel hand-feet inter-

action techniques and a proper discussion of the user’s feedback,

this paper also contributes an inexpensive sensor tracking method

to detect foot states and estimate 3D foot position. Performance

metrics and user satisfaction suggest that foot gestures support and

even complement hand input in terms of clutching and 3D accuracy.

In the remainder of this paper we survey the related work, describe

our approach, and detail and discuss two separate experiments

designed to assess the effectiveness of our interaction techniques.

Finally, we conclude on our results and highlight possible future

endeavors.

2 RELATEDWORK
Many interaction paradigms, metaphors and techniques to handle

3D objects in virtual space have been proposed [Argelaguet and

Andujar 2013; Bowman et al. 2004; Hinckley et al. 1994]. Since our

work focuses on contactless hand- and foot- interactive systems,

this section surveys interaction techniques that support bi-manual

interaction and/or feet-based gestures to manipulate digital content.

2.1 Hand and Feet Input in HCI
Hand interaction using depth cameras is a well established input

modality to unobtrusively control 3D user interfaces [Argelaguet

and Andujar 2013]. Multi-touch hand gestures, also, have been

extensively explored for this purpose [Argelaguet and Andujar

2013; Bowman et al. 2004]. When compared to hand interaction,

much less attention has been given on how feet can achieve simi-

lar or improved interaction accomplishments [Velloso et al. 2015].

Nevertheless, since the 1980s that a number of interaction tech-

niques using thigh, leg and, more importantly, foot input have been

proposed for cursor positioning [Pearson and Weiser 1986, 1988],

selecting menu items [Scott et al. 2010], ambient awareness [Rovers

and van Essen 2006], multi-modal input [Dearman et al. 2010], rota-

tion and flexion gestures [Scott et al. 2010], kick gestures [Han et al.

2011], large floor or wall displays [Augsten et al. 2010; Jota et al.

2014], zoom and pan maps [Schöning et al. 2009; Takeuchi 2010], or

to rotate a canvas [Sangsuriyachot et al. 2011]. Foot input has, also,

found applications in physiotherapy [Paradiso et al. 2004], game

interaction [Paelke et al. 2004], interactive dancing [Paradiso and

Hu 1997], and mobile device control [Alexander et al. 2012; Crossan

et al. 2010].

These and other studies explored the combination of upper and

lower limb gestures for computer interaction, unveiling the advan-

tages and drawbacks of feet input. For example, when operating

an input device for cursor control, a foot joystick [Pearson and

Weiser 1988] and foot controlled trackball [Pakkanen and Raisamo
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2004] were slower and more error prone than hand-controlled de-

vices (e.g., mouse, desktop trackball). Besides, seated pedal studies

confirmed that foot motion follows Fitts’ law but is slower than

comparable arm movements [Hoffmann 1991; Pearson and Weiser

1988]. Regarding spatial tasks, Pakkanen and Raisamo [Pakkanen

and Raisamo 2004] studied the suitability of foot input for non-

accurate spatial operations such as scrolling, moving or resizing

objects, and then concluded that feet input is suitable for low accu-

racy and quick tasks. In accordance with [Pakkanen and Raisamo

2004], Rovers et al. [Rovers and van Essen 2006] shown that feet

can be used for relatively simple tasks in hands-busy situations,

while Dearman et al. [Dearman et al. 2010] found that simple tap

gestures on a foot-pedal were a fast means to select on-screen

content. Gobel et al. [Göbel et al. 2013] even designed foot input

devices and combined gaze input to support manual interactions

in a computer desktop setup, concluding that pan and zoom tasks

were performed in a non-fatiguing way using feet. These studies

provide encouraging guidelines to the interaction design we wish

to adopt, however they all relate to the seated posture or depend a

physical foot input device.

Foot-based gestures allow people to control devices comfortably.

However, many gestures are too expansive, and thus potentially

annoying to other people around the user (e.g., kicking, front toe
tap, side heel tap). More importantly, these gestures require users

to exercise unbalanced poses, momentarily stand on only a single

foot, which can be detrimental to precise 3D manipulation, because

of unwanted balance compensation body movements. More subtle

gestures, namely single foot heel rotations [Scott et al. 2010] and se-

quential foot tapping [Augsten et al. 2010; Crossan et al. 2010], have

been used to control 2D content and for web browsing as they allow

the person to stand in a stable posture. Compared to traditional foot

input devices, foot tapping offers slightly diminished efficiency and

accuracy for longer selections, yet there is a benefit for short selec-

tions that require only four or less foot taps [Crossan et al. 2010].

These studies are complementary to ours since they indicate that

heel rotation can be combined with foot tapping to produce useful

gestures to interact with digital content, while standing. However,

none of these studies focus on contactless 3D manipulation that

leverage single foot input to support hand gestures.

2.2 3D manipulation with hand and feet
gestures

To improve 3D manipulation task performance, many researchers

have explored feet as a medium to support hand gestures for se-

lecting modes and controlling a camera in a 3D modelling appli-

cation [Balakrishnan et al. 1999], selecting menu options using

heel rotation and front-foot lift gestures [Zhong et al. 2011], and

three-dimensional navigation, selection, manipulation and system

control tasks using a depth sensing camera [Simeone et al. 2014].

Regardless of the positive results, the interaction design of these

studies revolves around the seated position and/or use foot devices.

More closely related to our work is that of applying foot gestures

for 3D manipulation and navigation tasks while standing. The sem-

inal work of [Choi and Ricci 1997] revealed an early application in

which feet movements are applied to support three-dimensional

manipulation, more specifically, walking and leaning actions to ro-

tate a cylinder in all three-dimensions. On a tabletop environment,

Sangsuriyachot et al. [Sangsuriyachot et al. 2011] rotate a cube

with subtle foot gestures tracked by a sensor platform where the

user stood, while Schöning et al. [Schöning et al. 2009] combined

multi-touch hand gestures and foot interaction to assist geospa-

tial operations, as foot input was converted into panning, rotating,

tilting and zooming information. These studies are closer to our

envisioned hands and feet contactless interaction techniques, yet

Jalaliniya et al. [Jalaliniya et al. 2013] work is probably the only

study that shares similar interaction contexts for large-scale dis-

plays settings, although their system depends on hand wearable

and dedicated hardware for foot gesture recognition. Furthermore,

their main content are 2D (medical) images and feet are not used

to apply any translation or rotation [Jalaliniya et al. 2013].

3 INTERACTION DESIGN
We designed three mid-air object manipulation techniques with

contextual and mode switching capabilities, not only to shift be-

tween different geometric transformations, but to also cope with

the number of degrees of freedom required to manipulate a 3D

virtual object. To better understand each interaction technique it is

necessary to describe their gesture vocabulary.

Gesture vocabulary. Following [Pakkanen and Raisamo 2004;

Pearson and Weiser 1986] and the design guidelines of [Saunders

and Vogel 2015; Scott et al. 2010] that explored the interaction

potential of single foot input, our work draws on the strengths

of appropriate topologies of foot gestures [Pearson and Weiser

1986] to support mid-air hand gestures for manipulating 3D virtual

objects, without depending on expensive dedicated hardware. All

considered gestures are performed in the user’s physical space

while standing in front of a large display. Both hands act as 3D

cursors with three possible gesture states: opened, closed, and lasso

(Figure 2).

Whenever hand clutching introduces undesired position/angular

displacements or hands are not providing proper 3D precision, the

user can choose to rely on the dominant foot to support mode

switching and to apply relatively small heel rotations to improve

manipulation precision. Since the dominant foot provides more ef-

fective control input [Pakkanen and Raisamo 2004], the considered

feet gesture vocabulary is designed around discrete actions and

on continuous position control, namely, a sequence of double taps

and heel rotations performed with the dominant foot, while the

non-dominant foot lies flat on the floor remaining static to ensure

proper weight balance (Figure 2).

The gesture vocabulary (Figure 2) ensures that all three contact-

less interfaces account for a balanced and comfortable stance. In

addition, the user is not limited to a fixed position as the imple-

mented techniques use an in-place posture within the depth sensor

acquisition space to demarcate interaction.

Foot menu. To provide visual feedback of the dominant foot

status, we designed a foot menu (Figure 3). According to the empir-

ical evidence gathered by [Saunders and Vogel 2015], foot targets

with an angular size under 22.5
◦
or radial size under 5 cm induce

high error rates. We avoid this "fat foot" problem with a fan menu
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 2: Gesture vocabulary: (a) open hand showing the
palm and all fingers; (b) closed hand forming a fist; (c) lasso
with index and middle fingers pointing up; (d) double tap-
ping is a combination of dorsiflexion (movement of the foot
up) followed by plantarflexion (movement of the foot down)
that is performed twice; (e) heel rotation is either an abduc-
tion or adduction, that is the movement of the foot away
from (or towards) the body’s center line.

shaped as a semi-circle with two quadrants. Left and right quad-

rants correspond to the translation and rotation modes, respectively

(Figure 3(a)).

Whenever the user wants to perform a manipulation task with

the dominant foot, after selecting a transformation, the user must

then align the dominant foot closely along the anterior-posterior

direction ((Figure 3(b)). The fan menu allows users to select either

quadrant with equal foot rotation. When performing a translation

or rotation operation, the fanmenu also acts like a 1-D slider [Zhong

et al. 2011], although the slider interval is placed along the circle’s

arc length.

3.1 Contactless hand gesture interaction (CHE)
The first technique consists of manipulating of 3D virtual objects by

only using mid-air hand input. This technique consists on grabbing

an object indirectly, moving it to a new position or orientation, and

then releasing hand control. Access to all 6 DOF, where translation

and rotation is performed simultaneously, is not considered here, as

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Foot fan menu. (a) Clutching mode: the left and
right quadrants permit to select respectively translation and
rotation tasks, while the foot pointer, represented as a boot
footprint, indicates which side it is placed; (b) Precision
mode: the menu converts to a semi-circle to visually indi-
cate the amount of heel rotation performed by the dominant
foot.

the CHE technique only allows objects to be either moved or rotated

independently. Within the CHE interface, open hand gesture is the

default action as it corresponds to moving hand cursors inside the

3D virtual space. No manipulation task is performed while both

hands are opened. Mode selection can then be performed by placing

the hand cursor above the object and (i) closing the hand to activate

translation or (ii) raising the index and middle finger, known as the

lasso gesture, to trigger rotation.

Users are able to perform either unconstrained translations by

moving the hand in the desired direction, or constrained transla-

tions along one of the three main axis contained in the screen plane,

as the latter showed promising results in mid-air object manipula-

tion [Mendes et al. 2016]. These axis are selected by placing both

hands close to each other in order to form one of the three axis

(Figure 4). The same principle applies to constrained rotation. Hori-

zontal movements translate into a rotation around a vertical axis,

and vertical movements cause a rotation around a fixed horizontal

axis contained in the screen plane.

3.2 Clutch-FEETICHE
Our second technique provides the same set of features described

previously, although with a significant difference, namely, mode

switching between translation or rotation is performed by left or

right heel rotation, respectively, which is similar to when driving

a car by alternating between pedals with the heel resting on the

floor and the foot slightly dorsiflexed. This action is completed

after double tapping with the dominant foot. After, selecting the

transformation to make, object manipulation is handled by hands

like in CHE.

3.3 Precision-FEETICHE
Our third technique considers the same transformation selection

mode than in Clutch-FEETICHE. In contrast, object manipulation

is handled by the right or left heel rotation. Hands are only used

to define the transformation axis while all the visual guidance

remains the same. Objects can be moved along or rotated around

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 4: Hand gestures for axis selection: (a) x-axis; (d) its
visual feedback selection; (b) y-axis; (e) its visual feedback
selection; (c) z-axis; (f) its visual feedback selection.
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the defined axis by heel rotation. A positive foot rotation, in a

clockwise motion, is translated into an positive transformation

while a negative transformation is applied if an opposite rotation

(counterclockwise) is performed.

4 EXPERIMENT 1: ROTATION
We conducted an experiment to compare the performance of CHE,
Clutch-FEETICHE and Precision-FEETICHE techniques when rotat-

ing a 3D object along an axis.

4.1 Participants
Nine unpaid participants (4 female and 5 males) took part in our

experiment. Participants’ ages varied between 22 and 32 years

(mean=25.5, s.d=3.6). All were right-handed. Two participants were

regular users of Kinect games.

4.2 Apparatus
Our setup comprises a non-invasive and affordable full body tracker

using a depth sensing camera (Microsoft Kinect V2), that is placed

facing the user (Figure 5). We use the skeleton provided by the

Kinect SDK to detect hand positions which are then mapped to the

screen. All graphical content was displayed on a 55" LG SUPER

UHDTV screen.We developed our prototype using Unity3D engine,

with gravity and objects’ collision disabled.

Since noisy depth cameras such as the Kinect often fail to deliver

either reliable foot tracking or foot tapping input, we use an optical

marker placed at in the participant’s dominant foot in order to

provide a detect height variation to identify foot tapping with

respect to an estimated ground level position. The relative position

of the marker also provides an estimate of angular heel rotation.

The optical marker is attached to the user’s shoe either at the toe

region or near the foot’s instep (Figure 6). The single optical marker

also serves to identify a specific dominant foot and not other foot

of the same or other user. The marker position is not obstructive as

it is always facing the depth sensing camera. While it is arguable

that this setup requires special footwear to be worn by surgeons

or nurses in operating rooms, surgical procedure already requires

specialized attire and thus we feel this requirement is neither too

stringent nor too expensive to implement as reflective coating is

both cheap and easy to apply.

Figure 5: Hardware setup of the interaction system.

Figure 6: Motion capture technique to record foot move-
ments. (a) dominant foot with a single optical marker; (b) in-
frared image with highlighted marker and threshold above
which a tap is detected.

4.3 Design
Independent measures are analyzed using a 3 × 3 × 2 repeated mea-

sures within-subjects analysis of variance for the factors: technique
(CHE, Clutch-FEETICHE and Precision-FEETICHE), rotation axis (X,
Y and Z) and rotation angle (small (25°) and large (100°)).

4.4 Task
Participants were asked to put the Stanford Bunny in a required

orientation as quickly and accurately as possible. The bunnywas the

only object in our virtual environment that could be geometrically

transformed. The Stanford Bunny model had a semi-transparent

replica showing the asked orientation. For each trial, the participant

had a total of three attempts, each trial could last up to one minute.

A trial was considered successfully completed if the participant

placed the object within five degrees of the desired orientation

without exceeding the time limit. A trial was deemed as failed if the

time limit was exceeded or the wrong transformation was selected

by the user (i.e., selecting a translation inside of a rotation task).

The participant would move onto the next trial if the trial was

successfully completed or if the number of attempts for that trial

was exceeded. To help participants during evaluation tasks, the

object turned green when the target thresholds were met. Each

trial starts with the bunny model at the center of the scene and

aligned to the reference system. We then show to the participant

the target orientation (Figure 7). Please, also, note that although

the task required only one kind of transformation (translation or

rotation), none was restricted, as we did not intend to modify any

technique in order to accommodate a specific task.

Figure 7: An example of the rotation task interface where
the current and target bunny orientations are shown (Y axis
with the large rotation angle).
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4.5 Procedure
After answering a demographic questionnaire, we explained the

task along with the additional requirements for each interaction

technique. The participant then began the experiment. Each tech-

nique was evaluated separately and presented in a random order.

For each technique, we presented the three rotation axes × two

angles to the participants in random order – there were 3 × 3 × 2 =

18 trials per participant. Subjects could practice three minutes at

the start of each technique.

After exercising each interaction technique, participants an-

swered 6-point Likert-scale questions (strongly disagree to strongly

agree): (i) is the task useful? ; (ii) is the way to perform the task ade-
quate? ; (iii) was the task easy to perform? ; (iv) was the task easy to
remember? ; and (v) how successful were you in performing the task?
The average duration of the experiment was 30 minutes.

5 RESULTS
We chose as dependent measures the success rate (rotation tasks

that were not made on first attempt were marked as errors; in doing

so, the success rate is the percentage of rotation tasks successfully

completed on first attempt), number of failed attempts (the average
unsuccessful attempts made by a participant to select the target (3

at most)), clutching time (clutching time is measured from the begin-

ning of the trial, until the expected transformation is successfully

selected), and manipulation time (manipulation time is measured

from the transformation being selected to bunny successfully ro-

tated). We have also analyzed subjective responses. All statistical

analyses were multi-way ANOVA. We performed Tukey tests post-

hoc when significant effects were found. In the following, we report

the results found for each dependent variable in Experiment 1.

5.1 Success rate and failed attempts
Technique showed a significantmain effect (F2,16.26=9.96,p < 0.001)

with a significant technique × axis interaction (F4,31.63=4.25, p <
0.01) on success rate. In effect, post-hoc tests revealed that when

rotating a 3D object around the Z axis, CHE (mean=23.52, sd=20.78)

performed worse in comparison to either Clutch-FEETICHE (mean=

83.33, sd=17.71) or Precision-FEETICHE (mean=88.23, sd=15.78)

techniques (p < 0.05). There was no significant technique × axis ×
angle interaction (p=0.39), suggesting that when rotating a 3D ob-

ject around the Z axis, the benefits of either FEETICHE techniques

over CHE are consistent across the different rotation angles tested.
Similarly, for success rate, we found significant main effect

of technique (F2,11.75=10.65, p=0.002) with a significant technique
× axis interaction (F4,29.71=4.36, p < 0.005) on failed attempts
where CHE resulted in significantly more failed attempts than either

FEETICHE technique when rotating the object around the Z axis

(p<0.05). We also found no significant technique × axis × angle
interaction (p=.42) suggesting that the benefits of either FEETICHE
technique over CHE are consistent across different rotation angles
and axes.

5.2 Clutching time
Technique had a significant main effect (F2,14.37=7.82, p=0.005) on
clutching time. Indeed, post-hoc tests revealed that CHE was signif-

icantly faster than either Clutch-FEETICHE or Precision-FEETICHE

by respectively 42% and 47% (p < 0.05). Interestingly, we found that

there was no significant interaction either on technique × angle
(p=0.88), or technique × axis (p=0.91) or technique × angle × axis
(p=0.75), suggesting that the benefits of CHE are consistent across

the different axes and angles.

5.3 Manipulation time
There were significant main effects of technique (F2,15.32=31.8,
p<.001) and axis (F2,14.51=8.68, p=0.003) with a significant tech-
nique × angle interaction (F4,17.02=7.34, p=0.005) on manipulation
time. Post-hoc tests revealed that Precision-FEETICHE was signifi-

cantly slower than CHE for the three rotation axis (p < 0.05). We

also found that the manipulation time was significantly higher for

Precision-FEETICHE than for Clutch-FEETICHE when rotating the

bunny through the X axis (p < 0.05). Interestingly, we found that

there was no significant technique × angle × axis (p=0.73) inter-
action, suggesting that Precision-FEETICHE is consistently slower

across the different axes.

5.4 Subjective results and observations
We recall that participants were asked to rate each technique con-

dition. This is summarized in Table 1. Friedman tests revealed a

significant effect technique condition on both suitability and fa-

tigue. Post-hoc comparison using Bonferroni correction showed

that Precision-FEETICHE is significantly less appropriate than either

CHE or Clutch-FEETICHE techniques (p < 0.05). We also found

CHE as significantly more tiring than either FEETICHE techniques

(p < 0.05).

We correlate these findings with participants’ comments that

found the CHE technique very tiring and requiring more attempts

to successfully perform clutching. Some quotes were: “the hand
gestures to release the object were not comfortable after a long usage”,
“this technique is really tiring!”. Two participants mentioned that

hand gestures were often not recognized and found it to be more

difficult to perform constrained rotation when using only hand

gestures. One participant even complained that “the Kinect did
not recognize very well my hand gestures and that is why it was
difficult to perform the operations.”. Moreover, three participants felt

that Precision-FEETICHE was uncomfortable as it required more

successive double tap gestures as compared to Clutch-FEETICHE.

Table 1: Mean and s.d questionnaire responses, with
1=strongly disagree, and 5 = strongly agree. Friedman tests
reported at p < 0.01 (⋆) significance levels. The significant
tests are highlighted

CHE Clutch- Precision- FriedmanFEETICHE FEETICHE

mean s.d mean s.d mean s.d χ 2

Useful 4.77 .96 4.44 1.08 4.88 .68 .32

Suitability 4.77 .96 4 1.13 2.88 .68 9.25⋆

Easiness 4.11 1.15 3.55 1.08 2.66 .86 1.4

Memorability 4.44 1.13 4.44 1.31 4.88 .68 0.75

Performance 4.33 .86 3.44 .87 2.88 .82 5.42

Fatigue 5.44 .87 3.88 1.19 3 .73 11.45⋆
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In contrast, participants found that Clutch-FEETICHE offered a

good compromise between hand and feet control, although three

participants found double tapping uncomfortable when combined

with large heel rotation angles.

5.5 Discussion
Our key finding is that Clutch-FEETICHE improved accuracy, re-
duced the number of failed attempts and decreased the physical

effort over conventional CHE without compromising manipulation
time. The performance benefits were consistent across different

rotation angles. Our analysis suggests also that Clutch-FEETICHE is

better combined with Z axis manipulations without decreasing per-

formance when applied to the X or Y axes. However, unfortunately

Clutch-FEETICHE increases the clutching time compared to CHE.
It should be noted, that this is not necessarily a demerit, since

there is a clear precision/time trade off. Where precision displace-

ment is a clear requirement, even though each CHE interaction

seemingly takes less time, there will be many repetitions required

to compensate for imprecise results. Of course CHE is clearly a win-

ner whenever coarse interactions are satisfactory, which arguably

is not the case in our scenarios of interest.

Additionally, our findings indicate that Precision-FEETICHE is

not the most appropriate technique. For instance, even though

it improved accuracy and reduced the number of failed attempts
in comparison to CHE, it consistently required more time (both

for clutching and manipulation) when compared to either CHE or

Clutch-FEETICHE techniques.

Another important result worth highlighting is that FEETICHE

effectively solves inadvertent activations and mode switchings,

which on and by itself makes interactions more reliable, less frus-

trating and more comfortable as corroborated by test subjects. This

is an important result well sustained by years of multimodal in-

teraction research [Oviatt 1999], that justifies our design choices.

Indeed, feet are very effective for clutching (same as in automobile

driving tasks) as and enable for greater precision, at the cost of extra

task completion times, as they release hands for precise manipu-

lations and argument-setting. A second interesting finding is that

it is possible to perform precision tasks using the feet, contrary to

established belief and previous result findings, even in constrained

settings.

6 EXPERIMENT 2: TRANSLATION
In a second experiment we compared CHE, Clutch-FEETICHE and

Precision-FEETICHE interaction techniques when translating a 3D

object along an axis. To this end, we used the same apparatus as in

Experiment 1.

6.1 Participants
Nine new unpaid participants (three female + six male) took part in

our experiment. Participants’ ages varied between 22 and 29 years

(mean= 26.1, sd= 4.2). All were right-handed. Two were regular

users of Kinect-based console games.

6.2 Design
We studied independent variables using 3×2×2 repeated measures

within-subjects analysis of variance for the factors: technique (hands,

Figure 8: An example of the translation task interface where
the current and target bunny position are shown (X axis
with the long distance).

Clutch-FEETICHE and Precision-FEETICHE), translation axis (X and

Y axis) and translation distance (short (25 cm) and long (100 cm)).

6.3 Task
The tasks required participants to translate a Stanford Bunny model

into predefined position as quickly and accurately as possible. The

same graphical user interfaces used in Experiment 1 is also consid-

ered here. For each trial, a total of three attempts, each lasting no

more than one minute, was arranged to every participant. A trial

was considered successfully completed if the participant placed

the object within two and half centimeters of the desired position

without exceeding the time limit. A trial was deemed as failed if,

the time limit was exceeded or the wrong transformation was se-

lected by the user, i.e., selecting a rotation inside of a translation

task. The participant would start the next trial if it was successfully

completed or if the number of attempts was overreached. Each trial

starts with the bunny model at the center of the scene and aligned

to the reference system. We then show to the participant the target

position (Figure 8).

6.4 Procedure
After answering a demographic questionnaire, the experiment task

was explained for each technique. The participant then began the

experiment. Each technique is evaluated separately and presented

in a random order. Inside each technique, the two translation axis ×
two distances were presented in a random order to the participants

– overall we have 3 × 2 × 2 = 12 trials per participant. Participants

could practice up to three minutes at the beginning of each interface.

After exercising each interaction technique, participants responded

to the same 6-point Likert-scale questions used in Experiment 1.

The average duration of the experiment was 30 minutes.

7 RESULTS
In what follows, we used the same dependent measures as in Ex-

periment 1.

7.1 Success rate and number of failed attempts
There were significant main effects of technique (F2,13.81=9.28,
p=.002), axis (F1,5.75 = 8.34, p=.029) and distance (F1,8.04=9.06, p=
.016) on success rate. Post-hoc tests showed that Clutch-FEETICHE
(mean=97.22, s.d=5.44) was significantly more accurate than both

CHE (mean=82.35, s.d=13) and Precision-FEETICHE (mean=67.64,
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s.d=15.96) (p<.05). Interestingly, we found that there was no sig-

nificant technique × axis (p=.76), nor technique × distance (p=.07)
or technique × axis × distance (p=.78) interaction, suggesting that
the benefits of Clutch-FEETICHE are consistent across the different

translation axis and distances.
Therewere significantmain effects of technique (F2,15.09=11.0428,

p=.001) and distance (F1,8.28=9.184, p=.015) with technique × dis-
tance (F2,14.33=4.38, p=.032)) interaction on number of failed at-
tempts. Post-hoc tests revealed that, the number of failed attempts

was significantly higher with Precision-FEETICHE than with Clutch-
FEETICHE when translating the bunny through the long distance

(p<.05). We also found, that for Precision-FEETICHE; the number of
failed attempts was significantly higher when translating the 3D ob-

ject through the long distance than trough the short distance (p<.05).
Interestingly, we found that there was no significant technique ×
axis × distance (p=.76) interaction suggesting that the disadvantages
of Precision-FEETICHE are consistent across different axes.

7.2 Clutching time
There were significant main effects of technique (F2,14.23= 5.30, p=
.019) on clutching time. Post-hoc tests revealed that CHE was signif-

icantly faster than both Clutch-FEETICHE and Precision-FEETICHE
by respectively 54.31% and 56.40% (p<.05). We also found that there

were no significant technique × axis (p=.44) nor technique × dis-
tance (p=.49) or technique × axis × distance (p=.19) interactions
suggesting that the benefits of CHE are consistent across different

axis and distances.

7.3 Manipulation time
We observed significant main effects of technique (F2,15.59=30.09,
p<.0001), distance (F1,8.36=40.04, p=.0002) with axis × distance in-
teraction (F1,7.86=11.96, p=.008) on manipulation time. Post-hoc
tests revealed that CHE (respectively Clutch-FEETICHE) was signifi-
cantly faster than both FEETICHE techniques (respectively Precision-
FEETICHE). We also found no significant technique × axis (p=.58)
nor technique × distance (p=.07) or technique × axis × distance
(p=.36) interactions suggesting that the benefits of CHE and Clutch-
FEETICHE were consistent across different axes and distances.

7.4 Subjective results and observations
We recall that participants were asked to rate each condition. These

results are summarized in Table 2. Friedman tests revealed a sig-

nificant effect of the technique on suitability, ease of use, perfor-

mance and fatigue. Post-hoc comparison using Bonferroni correc-

tion showed that Precision-FEETICHE induced significantly a de-

crease in the perceived suitability and easiness comparing to CHE
(p < 0.05). In contrast, CHE induces significantly an increase in the

fatigue comparing to both FEETICHE techniques (p < 0.05).

7.5 Discussion
Our key finding is that Clutch-FEETICHE improved the accuracy
and decreases the physical effort over conventional CHE technique.

However, it amplified consistently the time (clutching time and ma-

nipulation time). Our findings also show that Precision-FEETICHE is

not at all appropriate. For instance, due to its increased time require-

ments, Precision-FEETICHE induced higher perceived difficulty in

Table 2: Mean and s.d questionnaire responses, with
1=strongly disagree, and 5 = strongly agree. Friedman tests
are reported at p<.05 (⋆) significance levels. The significant
tests are highlighted .

CHE Clutch- Precision- FriedmanFEETICHE FEETICHE

mean s.d mean s.d mean s.d χ 2

Useful 5.11 .51 4.55 .98 4.66 .56 1.85

Suitability 5.11 .51 4.11 1.05 3 .56 12.19⋆

Easiness 4.55 1.22 4.55 1.08 3.11 .76 6.06⋆

Memorability 4.77 1.12 4.55 1.22 4.77 1.02 1

Performance 4.55 1.18 4.22 1.02 3 .56 7.8⋆

Fatigue 4.77 1.12 3.66 1.22 3.11 .82 6.25⋆

completing the translation task. However, again precision comes at

a cost and this is expected in the light of the results of the previous

experiment. Again, people found performing the task less fatiguing

using either variant of FEETICHE than CHE. And these findings

justify our confidence on the results and vindicate our approach to

more precise interactions. While we felt that translations along Z

axis are more difficult to accomplish due to human limitations at

discerning between different close depths, research reported to IS-

MAR and VR suggest that auxiliary cues coupled with stereoscopic

displays may render such manipulations more effective.

We conclude that the proposed gesture vocabulary for 3D ma-

nipulation is based on simple hand and foot movements and users

from operating over long periods. Other postures could also benefit

from the proposed gesture vocabulary as it can be easily adapted

to either seated postures or public displays. Yet, the foot vocabu-

lary is not extendable to walking as tapping and heel rotation are

bio-mechanically unfeasible during the gait cycle.

Similarly to [Saunders and Vogel 2016], and since foot input is al-

ways available, FEETICHE interaction techniques also enable mode

shifting actions without disrupting task flow. Note that intense task

focus without breaks does not occur in our experimental setting.

The devised motion capture technique is simple yet robust that

allows us to track double tapping and heel rotation gestures of the

dominant foot. Rather than relying on complicated image and depth

map processing techniques [Gritti et al. 2014], our system takes a

simple image processing approach to recognize foot gestures, using

intensity features extracted from image data.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS
We presented FEETICHE, two interaction techniques that combine

hand and foot input for contactless manipulation of 3D virtual ob-

jects. FEETICHE techniques are compatible with a low-cost depth

sensing device in a large-display setting, while aiming to augment

hand gestures without being too intrusive yet relies on comfortable

foot-based interactions. Through two experiments we have demon-

strated the benefits and the limitations of FEETICHE techniques

for rotation and translation tasks. Our findings demonstrate that

Clutch-FEETICHE offered a good compromise between hand and

feet control, by improving the accuracy and reducing the physical

effort over conventional CHE technique. In contrast, our findings
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indicate that Precision-FEETICHE is less suitable for contactless 3D

object manipulation.

Given the results and participant feedback, our FEETICHE ap-

proachworks for its intended purpose: to effectively support control-

ler-less hand input using comfortable feet gestures to operate a

contactless interface for 3D manipulation, while standing. There-

fore, FEETICHE is a promising approach to a wide range of contact-

less scenarios as our findings encourage the use of the proposed

interaction techniques for controlling real applications. To this end,

we plan to build a fully working system after adapting the design

above and wish to evaluate the advantages of the interaction tech-

niques that combine hands and feet in a real setting such as surgical

navigation, where contactless interfaces are welcomed to maintain

a sterile environment. Finally, we hope that our results will further

deeper understanding of using feet input for contactless 3D object

manipulation which subsequently will be useful to researchers and

practitioners for improving user experience in this scenario.
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